
 



Who we are? 

 

 We are a young yet professional team of engineers, 

designers and craftsmen driven by our motto “Art & Science of 

Speaker Engineering”. AudioSolutions as a brand is being known for 

9 years, but our team have experience in designing speakers and 

manufacturing it since 2002. We are ambitious, highly competitive 

and we bend the rules in Hi-Fi and High-End audio.  

 

 

 

What are we doing? 

 

 AudioSolutions is focused in manufacturing of loudspeakers. 

Our goal is to shake stagnated market and offer a touch of 

Scandinavian minimalism along with German precision. We sit 

perfectly in the middle offering the best looking and sounding 

products at better retail prices than competitors.  

 

 

 

 



What is our goal? 

 

 AudioSolutions from the very beginning has been known as 

high quality manufacturer with affordable MSRP prices. We offer for 

distributors a product that can actually be sold and for end users a 

product that can actually be bought for logical price and be enjoyed 

without sacrificing sound quality or design quality. 

 

 

 

 

How can we achieve that? 

 

 AudioSolutions factory is located in Lithuania (EU). Average 

Lithuanian salary is much smaller than average EU salary, the rent 

and taxes are smaller as well. However we are part of EU and can 

benefit from our geographical location. We have airport 20km away 

from our factory, a sea port which is only 300km away. We 

manufacture speakers in-house by ourselves keeping quality control 

at highest level and supply chain shortest possible. We do 

everything ourselves with extremely high efficiency. All this results 

in highly reduced costs for us and obviously reduced MSRP for end 

users WITHOUT sacrificing overall quality. 

 
 

 

 



Do we have any innovations? 

 

 A brand without innovations is just another box with name 

and price tag on it.   

AudioSolutions since 2002 have set its way of manufacturing 

loudspeakers and refined most important aspects in engineering 

speakers so that aesthetics and sound quality could go hand-in-

hand. (All technologies used are described in later pages) 

We agree that some might say sound quality is most 

important and we strongly agree with that. However nowadays 

young families pays much more attention to product looks. Our 

designer team always searches for new decorative materials 

trending today in this fast moving world. People are tired of old 

looking square boxes covered with wood veneer. We offer Art-deco 

finishes matching nowadays interior of living room. A shape of box, 

tiny details plays major role in final product looks and in the market 

we are seen as top-class Italian manufacturers. (All exclusive 

materials used in our products are described in later pages). 

 

 

  



How we handle distributor-manufacturer 

relations? 

 

 All of our distributors receives a more than 6GB of data 

which includes high res professional pictures, pre-made editable 

brochures, files ready-to-print for exhibitions and many more. 

 Every show held in country is visited by company founder to 

offer support in press meetings and teaching end-users. 

 AudioSolutions helps to handle shipping process, we have 

sealed very good contracts with biggest forwarders and our 

forwarding prices are way lower because - Lithuania. 

 We offer very fast supply on-demand, no need to stock a lot 

of pairs. Usually we meet one pair requirement within a week. 

 We support distributor with printed brochures as well as all 

materials needed for proper demonstrations. 

 We advertise in largest international magazines printed and 

internet-based to make it easier for distributors. 

 

 

 

Do we have recognition in the world? 

 

 We have distributors in most part of EU, also largest Asia 

countries, USA, Australia and Canada. Every year we move faster 

and stronger. We have a lot of positive reviews, positive feedback 

and many awards from prestigious magazines. (A full list of awards 

and video coverages are mentioned in our website 

www.audiosolutions.lt choose any model you like and at the bottom 

you will find reviews and awards corresponding with that particular 

speaker model.) 

 

  

http://www.audiosolutions.lt/


What models do we have and what are our future 

plans? 

 

 Right now AudioSolutions manufactures 4 different speaker 

lines (Overture, Figaro, Virtuoso and Vantage 5th anniversary) also 

two stand-alone models (Guimbarde and Vantage Classic). Current 

portfolio covers price range from 1000Eur to 110.000Eur per pair. 

We also manufacture speaker cables for our speakers. 

 In near future we have plans to expand our accessories with 

magnetic suspension feet, vibro-absorbing pods and expand our 

cable portfolio with interconnect cables. 

 

  



Technologies refined and materials used by 

AudioSolutions 

 

Mini Horn – all our speaker series (except two stand-alone 

models) are equipped with Mini Horn loading. This is special 

treatment for soft dome tweeters. Soft dome tweeters are known to 

have high distortions when driven loud. Distortions rise 

exponentially because center part of dome stops moving at certain 

levels and frequencies or flexes without controll by suspension. This 

is due to soft dome nature. Sonus Faber uses ark over dome with 

soft rubber touching center of dome to dampen this unwanted flex. 

Problem with this solution is that it is not linear. The harder the 

dome is being driven the more dampening is being applied. YG 

acoustics uses internal titanium triangle bracing glued to dome (on 

its most expensive model). This solution is far better than Sonus 

Faber’s, however it is not perfect. Yes it stiffens structure, but adds 

mass to it and thus inertia of dome spoiling impulse characteristics 

and sensitivity. Our Mini Horn is based on acoustical dampening as it 

is in usual horns. It is carefully measured at which frequency band 

tweeter starts to flex and emit distortions then Mini Horn is 

calculated and manufactured according to specifications. The result 

is proportional dampening of the tweeters’ forward movement. The 

louder it plays the more dampening it gets. Another aspect is that 

Mini Horn adds sensitivity (because of horn) rather than lowering 

sensitivity like in SF or YG examples. 

 Stealth Grille – Overture and Figaro series benefits 

from our unique protective grill solution. It is known that grills spoils 

sound quality, however it is not fabric that spoils it, but frame itself. 

Usually plastic mesh is used which is later covered with fabric and is 

proven to be worst design. On better designs we can find a simple 

frame covered with fabric which is much better solution. However 

additional object on top of front baffle creates unwanted early 

reflections (from frame edges or mesh) this is why many users will 

take off grilles before listening. We, actually, over engineered grilles. 

Instead of making object which is placed on top of front baffle, we 

made removable baffle itself and put two sets of it with each 

speaker. Each speaker comes with two front baffles which are 

exactly the same shape just one are painted and other are covered 

with cloth. Since cloth itself doesn’t spoil sound listener can choose 

any baffle desired without sound degradation. 

  



 Self-locking cabinet – if you ever had a chance to see 

how Japanese wood joints work you will immediately understand 

why this is so important. We developed our special joining 

technique for all our cabinets. Our early designs of cabinets had the 

same issue most of cabinets have – they emitted booming sound. 

After measurements it became clear that most of the problems 

come not from wall thickness or bracing count.  The weakest area 

was all corner joints where MDF is cut 45 degrees and glued 

together. These joints where flexing so much at higher SPL that they 

barely offered any structural strength. Then we developed special 

joining technique which doubles contact area, but what is most 

important that after final assembly cabinet becomes one 

monomythical structure even if assembled without the glue. After 

that you can’t disassemble it without breaking something. After 

testing our new cabinets it instantly showed enormous 

improvement as if cabinet was made out of triple thickness material. 

Immediately we discontinued Euphony series speakers and launched 

Overture. They are essentially the same speakers just with much 

better engineered box and Mini-Horn loading as well as Stealth 

Grille. 

 

 

 

Box-in-a-box -  Virtuoso and Vantage 5th anniversary 

speakers shares true box-in-a-box design where we have internal 

structure with bracings and which holds everything together. Then 

we have outer box – it is what you see from outside, internal box 

can’t be seen. Outer box works in tandem with inner box dampening 

each other out, also clever selected joint point’s increases structural 

forces even more. The resulting cabinet shares properties of 

aluminum or composite cabinets, but do not add high frequency 

ringing which is common with other type of high rigidity cabinets. 

 



 Multi layered walls – Vantage 5th anniversary line and 

Vantage Classic speaker benefits from multi layered walls. They are 

made as Bowers Wilkins Diamond sidewalls are made, difference are 

that we use not one type of materials, but four of them and three 

different types of polyurethane glue. All this works as a rule of 

thumb – different resonance properties of materials cancels each 

other out. The similar technique is being used in Focal sandwich 

drivers. This gives light weight (less inertia) and high rigidity (fast 

transient) materials. It is very expensive to manufacture those that’s 

why only Vantage shares this technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Adjustable crossover – our crossovers is yet another part 

of the over engineered (by asking price) speaker. Adjustable 

crossover is being introduced in Vantage Classic and Vantage 5th 

anniversary speakers (do not mix with Virtuoso speaker’ three 

crossover in one box design). Essentially our adjustable crossover is 

attenuator which makes room tuning very easy. It is used to tune 

your speakers to different environment which sometimes can be 

really difficult. Using our adjustable crossover room can be tamed 

much faster. Adjustable crossovers are used by many manufacturers 

on their top-level speakers. Biggest difference is that ours is based 

on resistors ONLY! Meaning that when you switch between 

positions tonal balance is not being altered. And this is very 

important. 

 

 Virtuoso’s special adjustable crossover  A.K.A 

Adjustable Harmonics Crossover - Virtuoso is equipped with a new 
type of speaker tuning device which encloses three different 
crossovers in one speaker to choose from. This system does not 
change SPL of speaker or response and should not be mistaken with 
room/system tuning devices where levels of individual drivers are 
being changed. With Virtuoso we decided to take a step further and 
use natural drivers' distortion pattern to manipulate listening 
experience. 

As it is known all speaker drivers have some distortions present 
across the spectrum which is the natural behavior of the driver. 
However, each driver's distortion pattern is different which creates 
unique sounding units. This is why aluminum cone driver have a 

metallic/harsh sound or ceramic cone drivers have analytic sound, 
or better yet this is what makes two different violins sound 
different, just in music it is called overtones rather than distortions. 
Different overtones’ pattern creates a unique sound character. By 
adding more drivers to the speaker we create a speaker system with 
its own unique distortion pattern. By manipulating crossover 
frequency and steepness of slopes we can create different distortion 
patterns which will give to sound different character. It is a unique 
feature which allows us to have three different listening experiences 
without actually changing speaker characteristics.  

 This is completely new in the market but in PRO environment 
(usually mixing room) these techniques is being used by some time. 

 

 Anti-scratch surfaces – Overture and Figaro series 

speakers use special Polylac surfaces which have high durability and 
are very hard to scratch, unlike usual lacquer or paint. This is our 
special feature used exceptionally in very high-cost modern 
furniture. 

  

 Our special textured paint – all our speakers used the 

same grey-ish paint which looks like split stone’s surface. Paint itself 
is highly scratch resistant and most important – fingerprint proof. 
Surface is acid and solvent resistant making it one of the best 
surfaces for end user. It is incredibly decorative in modern interiors. 
These paints are specially manufactured for us in Germany 
Wuppertal and are actually made from Polyurethane lacquer, 
crushed powdered stone and some coal. A crazy mixture which 
proves itself. 

 



 Extended band midrange – a human ear have uneven 

sensitivity to frequencies. We are less sensitive to low frequencies 
and high frequencies which can explain why old people with hearing 
Fmax 12kHz can still enjoy music. But our ear is enormously 
sensitive to mid frequencies 1000-2000Hz band. It is because of 
evolution of human (because of predators or other harmful events). 
Most of the manufacturers calculate crossover points in exactly this 
area of 1000-2500Hz where our ear is most sensitive. And since each 
driver has completely different spectrum of “additives” aka 
distortions we actually can hear that transition from one driver to 
another and resulting sound is somewhat unnatural.  

 That’s why we declined all two-way speakers and switched 
only to three way. But this not solves all the problems as higher 
crossover point usually is in the 2500Hz at most. We started to use 
specially designed for us extended range mid-band drivers. We want 
to get away as far as possible from that most sensitive region for 
humans. Why? All crossovers have phase electrical phase shift, 
acoustical phase shift and emitting raised distortions in crossover 
region. All that we can detect as not real, muddy or even harsh 
sound. Our flagship speaker uses 200-8000Hz band for midrange. 
This gives incredible results. Even our cheapest series Overture has 
mid-band of 700-2300Hz.  

  

 
  



 Architectural surfaces – Virtuoso and Vantage 5th 

anniversary uses very unique surfaces never used before by any 
other manufacturer. Its purpose is solely decorative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  



 Huge varieties of finishes – we, like no one else offering 

a huge variety of finishes. Even our starting Overture speaker line 
comes with as much as 13 different finishes and most of them are 
high gloss. No other manufacturer can offer such a variety even for 
more expensive products. We also introduce 3D finishes no one 
uses. We strictly aim for new young families which own freshly 
decorated modern looking rooms where old style wooden boxes are 
not an option.  

 

 

 Final words – owning AudioSolutions is like owning an 

expensive car – everyday it surprises you with something you overlooked 

at instant glance. After some time passed you will start to notice more and 

more small things we are taking care of while other manufacturers are 

overlooking and this gives an enjoyment of product.  Despite all the 

smallest details with almost zero tolerances we still can offer product for 

much much more affordable prices than competitors. In 9 years we made 

so much, others can’t make it in 20.  

 By no means should our product be treated like another box with 

a price tag on it and by no means should it be compared to similar priced 

products. It is made to outperform twice the price products and give 

customer opportunity to actually own high-end for logical price. High-end 

industry has gone nuts with high prices and fake technologies. Customers 

are no longer easy fooled since all knowledge is out to reach within few 

clicks on internet.  


